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Abstract.
climatic

The last glacial period showedmillennium scale

shifts

between

two different

stable

climate

states.

The state of thermohaline ocean circulation probably governs the climate, and the triggering mechanism for climate
changesis random fluctuations of the atmosphericforcing on
the ocean circulation. The high temporal resolution paleoclimatic data from ice-coresare consistentwith this picture
and a bi-stable climate pseudo-potential can be derived. It
is found that the fast time scale noise forcing the climate
contains a component with an a-stable distribution. As a
'consequencethe abrupt climatic changesobservedcould be
triggered by single extreme events. These events are related to ocean-atmospheredynamics on annual or shorter
time

scales and could indicate

a fundamental

limitation

in

predictability of climate changes.

Taking the ice-corerecordto be a climatic proxy resulting
from the climate dynamics describedthrough the Langevin
equation, the aim of this work is to confirm that this is a
consistent description and from the analysis to observe the
structure of the noise driving the system. This provides
strong constraints on the types of possible models of the
underlying triggering mechanismsfor the observedclimatic
shifts.

The calcium signal from the GRIP ice-coreis the highest temporal resolution glacial climate record which exists

[Fuhreret al., 1993]. The logarithmof the calciumsignal

is (negatively)
correlated
with the 6ZSotemperature
proxy
with a correlationcoefficientof 0.8 [Yiou et al., 1997],thus
we use the logarithm of calcium as a climate proxy since it
is related to dust in the ice and it is therefore not diffusing

in the ice like the 6XSOsignal.The temporalresolution
of
Paleoclimaticrecordsfrom ice-cores[Dansgaardet al., log(Ca) is about annualfrom 11 kyr to 91 kyr B.P. (80,000
1993]showthat the climateof the last glacialperiodexperi- data-points). This is an order of magnitude higher than
encedrapid transitions betweentwo climatic states, the cold

that of 6XSO.The calciumsignalfromthe GRIP ice-core
is

glacial periodsand the warmer interstadials(Dansgaard- shownin figure i a. The typical waiting time for jumping
Oeschgerevents). Deep sea sediment-cores
[Bond et al., from one state to the other is between 1000 and 2000 years.
1993]and coral records[Becket al., 1997]indicatethat the The probability distribution for the waiting times between
ocean circulation is a key player in these climatic oscillations

[Broeckeret al., 1985]. Oceancirculationmodels,from the
mostsimpleStommeltype [Cessi,1994]to the complexcirculationmodels[Rahmstorf,1995]showthat differentflow

the beginning of the glacial - and the beginning of the following interstadial states is shown in figure 2. The straight
line is an exponential distribution with mean waiting time

of 1400years. This is expressedas, P(T > t) - exp(-t/•-),

states can exist as meta-stable climatic states. The changes where •- - 1400 years is the mean waiting time. The data
in the thermohalinecirculationof the Atlantic has probably thus clearly showsthat the shifting is not, as speculatedbebeensuchthat North Atlantic DeepWater (NADW) is pro- fore, a periodic oscillation. On the contrary, this observation
ducedin the warm periods and North Atlantic Intermediate

Water in the coldperiods[Duplessyet al., 1988;$tockerand
Wright, 1996].

4

The key question is then whether the switching between
two

stable

climatic

states

of the

oceanic

flow

can

be in-

ternally triggered by the random forcing within the ocean-

atmospheresystem[Broecker,1997].
This stochasticclimate dynamicsis describedby a Lange-

vin equation[Cessi,1994], dy - -(dU/dy)dt + dN. The
variable y representsthe climatic state, which could be associated with the pole ward heat transport or the NADW

[Rahmstorf,1995]. The first term on the right hand side
represents the dynamics of the ocean circulation where U
is the climate pseudo-potential. The potential describesthe
bi - or multi state character of the climate system. The
second term on the right hand side is a noise term representing the atmospheric forcing, through the wind stress,
heating and freshwater transport, on the climate state.
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Figure 1. (a) The logarithmof the calciumconcentration
as a functionof time (BP) in the GRIP ice-core.The dating of this upper part of the record is rather precise. The
temporal resolution is about i year, much better than the
6•s0 record since the dust does not diffuse in the ice. The
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signalis a proxy for the climatic state. (b) The derivative
of the signalin (a). This approximatelystationarysignalis
strongly intermittent.
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2.

The jumping between the glacial and inter-
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Figure 3. The probabilitydensityfunction(PDF) of the

stadial states is well described as a Poisson process. The log(Ca)signalshowsthe bimodaldistribution. The left maxwaiting times are defined as the times between consecutive imum correspondsto the interstadial state and the right
first up crossings
throughthe levellog(Ca)-2 (glacialstate) maximum correspondsto the glacial state. The thin curve

and first down crossingsthrough the level log(Ca) - -0.6 is the PDF of the simulatedsignal(figure6).
(interstadialstate). The waiting times have an exponential
distribution(diamonds).The full line is an exponentialdistribution with a mean waiting time of 1400 years. The data
record is not long enough to determine if the waiting times
for the interstadials and the glacial states are significantly
different. The exponential distribution is consistentwith
the stochastic dynamics. The triangles, which are vertically

shiftedfor clarity, are resultsfrom simulation(seetext).

is consistentwith the triggering mechanismfor the shifting
being a white noise forcing. Furthermore, the shifting is
not a stochasticresonancephenomenon, sincethe shifting is
not periodically occurring. The probability densityfunction

dy = -(dU/dy)dt + crxdx + cr2dL.

(1)

The first noise component, crxdx, is generated by an addi-

tional Langevinequation,dx - -xdt + v/1 q-x2dB, where
x is an (unmeasured)independentvariableand dB is a unit
variance

Brownion

noise.

The stationary distribution for x is a t-distribution which
fits to the observedtail distribution for the noise on y. This
term describesthe forcing from the atmosphere. That the
noise is white

means

that

it is uncorrelated

between

con-

secutivedata points. That does not exclude that the noise

is red on shorter (unmeasured)time scales. Actually the
(PDF) of the signal,figure3, showsa bimodaldistribution term -xdt gives a correlation time of one year. It should

with peakscorrespondingto the warm interstadialsand the

be noted that the same signal could be scaled with a factor

glacial state.
From the premise of the stochastic dynamics and the
data we can now uniquely determine the climate pseudo-

p: dx - -p2xdt q- px/1q-x2dB consistently
with the data
aslongas p > 1. p-X signifies
the correlation
time (which

potential, U(y), and the structureof the noiseterm. The
noiseterm (diffusionterm) is to first order, neglectingthe
drift term, defined as the derivative of the signalestimated
as (yt+zxt-yt)/At, shownin figure i (b). This signalis

is not just a gaussian white noise term is that the intraannual variability is strongly dependent on season, with
much stronger intensity in winter than in summer, and that
the inter-annual correlation leads to the red noise signal,
where the 'non-gaussianity' survives the annual averaging.

stationary except for a slow trend through the record which
is partly due to smoothingwith depth in the ice-core. The
intensity of the noise is thus approximately independent of

is shorterthan one year). The reasonthat this noiseterm

The

second noise term

is an a-stable

noise with

stabil-

ity index a = 1.75 [$amorodnitsky
and Taqqu,1994]. The

log(Ca). Note the important implicationthat the intensity a-stable distributions, correspondingto a < 2, havecumulaof fluctuations in calcium is proportional to the calcium sig-

tive probability tails which scalesas x -• implying that only

nal itself (dx/dt = x dlogx/dt) and through that to the
degreeof glaciation[Ditlevsenet al., 1996].

moments
of orderlessthana exists(<lxl> = • forfi >_a).

The noise is approximately a white noise and has a

stronglynon-gaussiandistribution. Figure 4 (a) showsthe
cumulated probability on a scaleon which a gaussiandistri-

bution is a straight line (probability paper scale). Figure 4
(b) showsthe two distributiontails on a log-logplot magnifying the behavior of the tails. This has in an intermediate
range a power function scaling with a power of about 2.75
and an additional extreme tail. The signal can only be described by a Langevin equation with two noise terms,

The a-stable distributions fulfill a generalizedversionof the
central limit theorem, namely that the distributions of sums
of identically distributed random variables with cumulative
distribution tails scaling as x -•1 convergesto an a-stable
distribution with a = a•. These distributions have very fat
tails, meaning that the probability of extreme events is high,
such that single extreme events within a period over which
the variable is averaged will show up also in the distribution of the averages. The a-stable distributions were first

observedin hydrologicalrecordsof river flow [Hurst, 1951],
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Figure 5. The climate pseudo-potentialis a double-well
potential with the left well representingthe interstadial state
and the right well representing the full glacial state. The
potential is obtained from a generalized stationary FokkerPlanck equation.
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is done by simulation. Using the derived pseudo-potential,
figure 5, fitting crz and or2from the noise structure of the

signal,figure 6, showsa realizationof (1). This shouldbe
comparedwith the log(Ca) signal,figurei (a).

The thin lines in figures 3 and 4 are derived from the simulated signal. The stationary Fokker-Planck equation does
not contain information about the time scalesfor jumping,
0.010
0.001
0.100
1.000
10.000
figure 2, and temporal harmonic decompositionof the samnoise
ple as representedby the power spectra which are compared
in figure 7. These constitute independent verifications. As
Figure 4. (a) The probabilitydensityof the noise(figure seenin all the figures the agreementis astonishing. Judged
2 b). (b) The cumulateddistributionof the noise.The scale from different simulated realizations the two signalsonly deis a 'probability paper scale' where a gaussian distribution viate within the statistical uncertainty.
shows up as a straight line. This signal is strongly nonThis is not merely an advanced curve fitting routine. If
gaussian.
(c)Thetwotailsof(b)ona log-iog
plot.Forthe the calcium data is assumedto be generated by the dynamupper tail the probability of valueslarger than the abscissa ics describedthrough a Langevin equation, the driving noise
is shown. The thin curves are from the simulation, showing must be of the form described here. In order to understand
that the signal is well describedas containing a t-distributed
the underlying climate dynamics it is important to establish
noise component and an a-stable noise component.
the connectionbetween this climatic proxy and the climate.
It is especially important to interpret the two noise terms
and connect them to the atmosphere-oceandynamics. The
lO
10

-6

and have later been observedin various different physical

systems[Shlesinger
et al., 1994]suchas turbulent diffusion
[Zimbardoet al., 1995]and vortexdynamics[Viecelli,1993].
To the present there is still no full theoretical understanding of why these distributions are observed, and it has not
before been noted to be of importance in climate dynamics.
A generalization of the Fokker-Planck equation for the
two coupled Langevin equations with a-stable noise excitations connectsthe stationary density solution to the pseudo-

potentialU(y). However,onlythe marginaldistributionsare
known. For y this is the PDF for log(Ca) shownin figure3.
The pseudo-potential, shown in figure 4, is thus determined
iteratively by simulation starting from a solution to the stationary one-dimensional Fokker-Planck equation using the
marginal distribution.

In order to validate that the log(Ca) signalcan be describedby (1) a consistency
checkmustbe performed.This

noiseterm 'crzdx'is probably related to the 'normal' atmosphericfluctuations. Since the sampling is coarseon the
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Figure 6. An artificiallog(Ca)obtainedfromsimulatinga
sample solution to the Langevin equation using the climate

pseudo-potential,an c• = 1.75 white noiseand crz/cr2- 3.
This should be compared to figure 2 a. The two signals are

statisticallysimilar, showingthat the log(Ca) signalcan be
generated by the stochastic dynamics.
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